HOW TO ASSEMBLE RAIL

1. Check the parts list and ensure all components are present.
2. Refer to the assembly instructions for each component.
3. Install the rails as per the provided diagrams.
4. Connect the rails using the appropriate connectors.
5. Test the assembly for stability and functionality.

CATALOGUE

- INSTALL LEARN GUIDES/FOOTSTEP —— P. 3
- INSTALL LEARN GUIDES/PICTURE —— P. 5
- INSTALL LEARN GUIDES/SIMPLE —— P. 7
- INSTALL LEARN GUIDES/ADVANCED —— P. 9
- INSTALL LEARN GUIDES/EXPERT —— P. 11
- INSTALL LEARN GUIDES/MASTER —— P. 13
- INSTALL LEARN GUIDES/PROFESSIONAL —— P. 15
- INSTALL LEARN GUIDES/GRANDMASTER —— P. 17
- INSTALL LEARN GUIDES/LEGEND —— P. 19
HOW TO ASSEMBLE RAIL

1. Align the rail sections and attach with screws.
2. Ensure all connections are secure before moving on.
3. Connect the necessary electrical components as indicated.

HOW TO ASSEMBLE ELEVATOR

1. Place the base and elevator sections in alignment.
2. Use the provided bolts to secure the sections together.
3. Attach the necessary control components as shown.
4. Test the mechanism for proper function before final assembly.
HOW TO ASSEMBLE BASE & ARM

1. Preparatory work
2. Place the base plate on the floor in an open area.
3. Insert the arm into the base plate.
4. Tighten the screws to secure the arm.

HOW TO ASSEMBLE RAIL

1. Preparatory work
2. Place the rail on a flat surface.
3. Insert the wheel into the rail.
4. Tighten the screws to secure the wheel.

PARTS LIST

- Base plate
- Arm
- Wheel
- Screws

Introduce some basic steps of installing the Spincera-2014